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About This Game

Set in a mysterious desert dream world, Bitter Tides is a first-person stealth and horror game. Painstakingly rendered, the world
holds clues in every crevice of its environment. Players must cautiously navigate a nautical hellscape of half remembered

incidents to discover what is happening and where they are. Your tools are lures and traps with which you avoid and ensnare
those creeping things from the deep.

The monsters of this fallen abyss crawl aimlessly, day and night, in tireless animation. Wandering across the vasts, they are
nothing to the agonies of the world left behind.

Stealth Mechanics
Platforming
Puzzles
Trap, Lure, and Grenade Items
Abilities Tree
Horror
Controller Support
First-Person
Storydriven Single-Player Experience
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Bitter Tides merges the cautious gameplay of stealth action games with the ambiance of dark and sinister horror. Players will
need to find hidden paths to progress through the environment while either distracting, trapping, converting, or blowing up
enemies that hunt them down. These enemies have a range of unique behaviors that provide a new challenge around every

corner.

To avoid these enemies, players are equipped with their Heart: a lure which can be augmented using items discovered in the
game. Also, the player is given a lantern which requires oil. This oil can also be used to purchase upgrades and items as players

progress.

Additionally, players have access to an abilities tree which they can use to enhance the character's skills in accordance with a
range of play-styles.

Try the Demo!
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Title: Bitter Tides
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Bottom Feeders
Publisher:
Bottom Feeders
Release Date: October 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Later

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

English
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